The tertiary motifs in complex RNA molecules play vital roles to either stabilize the formation of RNA 3D structure or to provide important biological functionality to the molecule. In order to better understand the roles of these tertiary motifs in riboswitches, we examined 11 representative riboswitch PDB structures for potential agreement of both motif occurrences and conservations. A total of 61 unique tertiary interactions were found in the reference structures. In addition to the expected common A-minor motifs and base-triples mainly involved in linking distant regions the riboswitch structures three highly conserved variants of A-minor interactions called G-minors were found in the SAM-I and FMN riboswitches where they appear to be involved in the recognition of the respective ligand's functional groups. From our structural survey as well as corresponding structure and sequence alignments, the agreement between motif occurrences and conservations are very prominent across the representative riboswitches. Our analysis provide evidence that some of these tertiary interactions are essential components to form the structure where their sequence positions are conserved despite a high degree of diversity in other parts of the respective riboswitches sequences. This is indicative of a vital role for these tertiary interactions in determining the specific biological function of riboswitch. 
Introduction
Riboswitches are RNA regulatory elements that affect gene expression by binding to specific, small-molecule metabolites [1, 2, 3] . They are typically found in the 59-UTR in bacteria although some have been found residing in the introns or 39-UTR of eukaryotic transcripts [4] . Currently, there are over twelve different classes of riboswitches that respond to a diverse array of metabolites ranging from simple purine nucleotides to complex enzymatic cofactors [5] . The most common strategy employed by riboswitches to regulate gene expression involve the formation of a rho-independent terminator helix that results in transcription termination, or formation of a helix, which sequesters the ShineDalgarno sequence thereby preventing translation from taking place [6] . Other novel gene regulation mechanisms utilized by riboswitches include self-cleaving activity by the glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P) riboswitch [7] and cooperative binding by glycine riboswitches [8, 9] .
Riboswitches fold into complex three-dimensional structures in order to perform their regulatory functions. Structural analyses on riboswitches have revealed that they are assembled from motifs or structural elements that have been observed in other functional RNA molecules [10, 11] . Examples include base triples, kink-turns, kissing-loops and ribose zippers. The occurrence of base triple interactions has been previously reported in riboswitches [12, 13] . Base triples can result in widened grooves within double stranded RNA or they mediate tertiary interaction involving a third strand. For instance, a UAU triple results in the widening of the RNA groove required for binding of arginineamide in many retroviral protein-RNA complexes such as HIV-1 [14] and HIV-2 [15] argininamide-TAR RNA complexes, the BIV Tat-TAR RNA [16] and the HIV-1 Rev RRE RNA aptamer [17] complexes.
In this paper, we present a survey to investigate the conservation of tertiary structural motifs at the nucleotide sequence level. Our analysis covered seven different tertiary motifs, namely basetriples, A-minor motifs, ribose zippers, loop-loop interactions, loop-loop receptors, kink-turns and pseudoknots. Our results focus particularly on the conservation of base triples at sequence level for occurrences that were detected in crystallographic structures from Protein Data Bank (PDB) [18] .
Materials and Methods

Datasets
Seventy one riboswitch structures solved by X-ray crystallography to a minimum resolution of 3Å were downloaded from the PDB. The list of downloaded structures included ten structurally different classes of riboswitches: (i) purine riboswitch [19] ; (ii) SAM-I riboswitch [20] ; (iii) SAM-II riboswitch [13] ; (iv) SAM-III riboswitch [21] ; (v) PreQ1 riboswitch [22] ; (vi) Lysine riboswitch [23] ; (viii) Flavin mononucleotide riboswitch [24] ; (viii) Thiamine pyrophosphate riboswitch [25] ; (ix) Magnesium riboswitch [26] ; and (x) c-di-GMP riboswitch [27] (Table S1 ).
Structure Annotation
The seventy one structures were then annotated for tertiary motifs using a combination of manual compilation from literature and automated annotation using available computer programs. The computer program NASSAM [28, 29] (http://mfrlab.org/ grafss/nassam) was used to search for: i) A-minor motifs [30] ; ii) base-triples [29, 31] ; iii) ribose zippers [32] ; and iv) kink-turns [33] in the structures that were retrieved from the PDB. The distance tolerance was set to 60% in order to retrieve all possible arrangements available in the search database provided. All hits returned by NASSAM were then visualized manually. For base triples, only hits that were planar interactions consisting of at least two hydrogen bond interactions per base pair were selected for further analysis. Loop-loop interactions [34] , loop-loop receptors [35] and pseudoknots [36] were identified by visual inspection using RNAVIEW [37] .
Sequence Alignments and Structure Superpositions
Rfam [38] seed alignments were downloaded for the respective riboswitches. INFERNAL 1.0 [39] was used to align the riboswitch sequences extracted from PDB structures to the Rfam seed alignments based on the covariation model built from the seed alignment. JalView [40] was used for visual examination of the alignments. Nucleotide positions with more than 95% sequence conservation in the Rfam seed alignments were identified and highlighted as gray shaded columns in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 . The complete Rfam alignments are provided as Supplementary materials (Figures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10). Structure superpositions were done using the program Chimera [41] through the MatchMaker function. The structures analysed were: (i) V. vulnificus (1y26) [19] and B. subtilis (1y27) [19] for purine riboswitch, ii) B. subtilis (3fu2) [22] and T. tengcongensis (3gca) [42] for preQ1 riboswitch and iii) E. coli (2gdi) [25] and A. thaliana (3d2v) [43] for TPP riboswitch. Full species names and corresponding database identifier codes of the sequences used in the alignments are provided in Table S1 .
Results and Discussion
Conservation of Base Triples in Riboswitches
A total of nineteen base-triples were found in the reference structures representing ten riboswitch classes ( Table 1) . Out of the nineteen base triples, thirteen of them contain a Watson-Crick pair, either a G-C or A-U whereas the remaining triples involve pairings between non-canonical base pairs. The AGC amino-N3, N1-amino Watson-Crick triple was found to be most common triple in our annotation with seven occurrences in different riboswitch structures (Table 1) . Most of the triples identified involve interactions between different secondary structure elements of RNA namely helix-hairpin loop interactions and helixjunction interactions.
Only six base triples were fully conserved in all the sequences analyzed for the respective riboswitch classes, two of each occurring in purine (A23-G46-C53 and A66-G38-C30) and  SAM-II (U11-A45-U21 and U12-A46-U20) riboswitches respectively, one occurring in the preQ1 riboswitch (G5-C18-A28) and  the final base triple is found in the lysine riboswitch (A127-A23-G69 ). The first AGC triple (A23-G46-C53) in the purine riboswitch (PDBID: 1y26) is involved in the formation of the ligand-binding pocket whereas the second AGC triple (A66-G38-C60) is involved in joining the terminal loops L2 and L3 (Figure 1 ). In the SAM-II riboswitch (PDBID: 2qwy), the stacked UAU Hoogsteen, Watson-Crick triples are involved in the ligandbinding pocket formation (Figure 3) . The AGC triple (G5-C18-A28) in the preQ1 riboswitch (PDBID: 3fu2) is also involved in the formation of ligand-binding pocket whereas the AAG triple (A127-A23-G69) in the lysine riboswitch (PDBID: 3dil) is involved in a long distance tertiary interaction where it links pentaloop L4 to helix P2 ( Figure 6 ).
The remaining base triples were observed to be highly conserved in sequence although not for all sequences in their respective riboswitch class with the exception of three base triples (A16-G11-C31, C35-U34-U150, and A95-G14-C93) occurring in the preQ1, Mg 2+ and cyclic-di-GMP riboswitches respectively. In the preQ1 riboswitch [22] , the ligand is sandwiched between two AGC triples with A16-G11-C31 triple being positioned above the ligand. Two base positions in this base triple are variable as adenine can substitute for G11 and uracil can substitute for A16. Both the substitutions occur concurrently which might lead to the formation of a possible alternative base triple interaction (A11-U16-C31). The last two non-conserved base-triples (C35-U34-U150 and A95-G14-C93) are examples of interactions involving a helix and a bulged-out residue from the same helix.
Annotation and Conservation of Other Tertiary Interactions
We found an additional forty two RNA tertiary interactions (excluding base-triples) in our annotation. The complete list of the annotated tertiary interactions in riboswitches is provided in the Table S2 . Large riboswitch structures such as Mg 2+ and lysine riboswitches [23, 26] were observed to have more diverse tertiary interactions compared to the smaller riboswitches. However, basetriples and A-minor motifs occur frequently in most of the riboswitch classes annotated in this study and the occurrences of these interactions were not exclusive to a particular riboswitch class. The A-minor interactions were found to be the most frequent tertiary motif with twenty four interactions found. Both the type I and type II A-minor motifs [30] have an almost equal distribution in the riboswitches studied (Type I; 50%, type II; 46% of total A-minor motifs found). We did not observe any type III Aminor motifs in our annotation although a lone type-0 A-minor motif was found within the kink-turn structure in the SAM-I riboswitch [20] (Figure 2) . Among the 24 A-minor motifs found, 25% interact with the GC receptor base pair, 71% with CG, and 4% with UA. These A-minor motifs were found to be highly conserved as they are largely involved in multiple long-range base interactions or they help to stabilize other more complex tertiary interactions such as kink-turn [33] or tetraloop-receptor interactions [44] . Exceptions were observed in the FMN riboswitch where they appear to play functional roles by helping to recognize the phosphate oxygens of FMN [24] .
Ribose zippers [32] are the third most abundant tertiary interaction, with six occurrences in our annotation. Three of them were found to be part of loop-loop receptor interactions where they help to pack the loop and receptor nucleotides together [32] .
These interactions are moderately conserved except for a highly conserved canonical ribose-zipper occurring in SAM-I riboswitches ( Figure 2) .
Two of the four identified loop-loop receptor interactions belong to the tetraloop-receptor type where they are observed in Mg 2+ [26] and c-di-GMP riboswitches [27] . A tetraloop-receptor variant was observed in TPP riboswitch [25] in which a UNRN tetraloop docks to the receptor helix. Another interesting variant was found only in the lysine riboswitch [23] as this tertiary interaction involves a pentaloop interacting with the receptor helix. [19] (PDB ID = 1y26/dim gray backbone) and B. subtilis purine riboswitch [19] (PDB ID = 1y27/white backbone). The ligand is represented as spheres and the highly conserved nucleotides are in wire representation. Magnifications of the superposed triples using the numbering for 1y27 are presented in blue (1y27), cyan (1y26), red (1y27), and magenta (1y26). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073984.g001 numbered. Base-triple positions that are not conserved are in cyan shaded columns. (B) Tertiary structure of T. tengcongensis SAM-I riboswitch [20] (PDB ID = 2gis). The ligand is represented as spheres and the highly conserved nucleotides are in wire representation. Magnification of the triple using numbering for 2qis is presented in red (A23-G23-C29). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073984.g002 Finally, four loop-loop interactions were found in our annotation. Loop-loop interactions involving complementary sequences, or more commonly known as kissing-loop interactions [34] were observed in purine and lysine riboswitches [19, 23] . Both these interactions show differing extent of conservation in our alignments. On the one hand, the kissing-loop interaction in the purine riboswitch (Figure 1 ) is highly conserved, while on the other, this interaction is only sparsely available. The final two [22] (PDB ID = 3fu2/white backbone) and T. tengcongensis preQ1 riboswitch [42] (PDB ID = 3gca/dim gray backbone). The ligand is represented as spheres and the highly conserved nucleotides are in wire representation. Magnifications of the superposed triples using the numbering for 3fu2 are presented in blue (3fu2), cyan (3gca), red (3fu2) and magenta (3gca). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073984.g005 loop-loop interactions were found in the FMN riboswitch [24] involving two highly conserved T-loop motifs in L5 and L2.
Conservation of Specific Nucleotides in Riboswitches
A total of 236 nucleotide positions were found to have more than 95% sequence conservation in the alignments (Figures 1, 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; Figures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10; Table S3 ) carried out. Most of the conserved nucleotides are involved in either ligand binding pocket formation or they form specific tertiary interactions that have both functional and structural roles. In addition, nucleotides in the single-stranded regions such as hairpin loops, internal loops and junctions provide the means for long distance interactions where they help to bring distant regions in the riboswitch structure into close contact. Junction loops play significant roles in riboswitch structures by providing unpaired nucleotides that help to recognize the ligand, interact with each other or with base pairs in the surrounding helices through extensive hydrogen-bonding network to form higher-order base interactions such as base triples or base quadruples which then form the ligand binding pocket or help to stabilize the binding of ligand to the RNA.
The FMN riboswitch [24] contains the highest number of highly conserved nucleotides in our alignments with 45 nucleotides (Figure 7 ). This riboswitch consist of six stem-loop structures where the conserved nucleotides are scattered unevenly among the various stem-loop structures. Two pairs of important tertiary interactions exist in this riboswitch; loop-loop interactions (L2-L6 and L3-L5) and loop-helix (L6-P2 and L3-P5) interactions that allow the FMN riboswitch to adopt a 'butterfly' like scaffold [24] . Therefore the steric requirement for the formation of this scaffold might account for the high conservation of these nucleotides. This is further supported by our observation where there is an absence of conserved nucleotides in the P4 stem-loop structure (i.e., this stem-loop structure is not involved in any structural interactions with the other stem-loops in this riboswitch [24] ).
Purine Riboswitches
We identified two AGC amino-N3, N1-amino Watson-Crick triples in the purine riboswitch investigated in [19] . The first triple, A23-G46-C53 (Figure 1 ), is one of the five base triples previously identified to be involved in the formation of the ligand binding pocket in purine riboswitches [19] . In the available structures, this interaction forms the uppermost base-triple in the ligand binding pocket and therefore when stacked together with the other triples, contribute to the stabilization of RNA-ligand interaction. All the five base triples were found to be highly conserved in the alignments. The nucleotide in sequence position Y74 of the recognition triple (U22-U51-Y74) was found to be variable as the identity of this nucleotide is important in distinguishing whether an adenine or a guanine ligand would be recognized by the riboswitch via Watson-Crick base-pairing (i.e., cytosine for guanine recognition and uracil for adenine recognition [44] ). The second AGC triple, (A66-G38-C60) ( Figure 1 ) is involved in the kissing-loop interaction between L2 & L3 [19] and is part of a base tetrad (A33-A66-C60-A38) where the non-canonical base pair, A33-A66 interacts with the minor groove of Watson-Crick base pair G38-C60. Furthermore, another base tetrad is formed between the hairpin loops (U34-A65-C61-G37) and together they help to anchor the kissing interaction between the terminal loops (L2 & L3) that eventually result in parallel alignment of stems P2 and P3. The base quadruples are stabilized by an A-minor interaction formed between A33 of the first base quadruple and the G-C pair (G37-C61) in the second base quadruple. This kissing interaction has been shown to be critical for preorganization of the global fold of the riboswitch prior to ligand binding, without which ligand binding would not take place [45, 46] .
The majority of the highly conserved nucleotides in this riboswitch are found in the terminal loops and the core region [25] (PDB ID = 2gdi/white backbone) and A. thaliana TPP riboswitch [43] (PDB ID = 3d2v/dim gray backbone). The ligand is represented as spheres and the highly conserved nucleotides are in wire representation. Magnifications of the superposed triples using numbering for 2gdi are presented in blue (2gdi), cyan (3d2v), red (2gdi) and magenta (3d2v). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073984.g008 [47, 48] that contains the three-way junction. These nucleotides are highly conserved because they are important for either the formation of triples which constitute the purine binding pocket or are involved in the kissing loop interaction between L2 & L3; for instance nucleotides in J1-2 (U22 and A23), J2-3 (G46, U47, C49, C50, U51, A52 and C53), L2 (U34, G37 and G38) and L3 (C60, C61 and A65,) are universally conserved. Several of the conserved inter-helical nucleotides interact with the bound purine via hydrogen bonds. The N3 and N9H atoms of the bound purine form a pair of hydrogen bonds with the Watson Crick base edge of U51 of J2-3, with N9H also forming a hydrogen bond to O2 of U47 of J2-3 [19] . In addition, N7 atom of the bound purine forms a hydrogen bond with the 29-OH of U22 of J1-2 [19] .
SAM-I Riboswitches
In the SAM-I riboswitch structure [20] , two tertiary motifs are of importance; a kink-turn and a pseudoknot [33] (Figure 2 ). This pseudoknot formation has been shown to be important for ligand binding [49] . We observed that nucleotides highly conserved in our alignment are the components of both the kink-turn and pseudoknot. The kink-turn in SAM-I riboswitch conforms to the consensus sequence as reported by [33] with minor variations. Variations were observed in some of the consensus base pairs and in the trinucleotide bulge separating the canonical stem (C-stem) from the non-canonical stem (NC-stem). Tandem G.A (pairs 35-20 and 36-19) in the NC-stem are highly conserved and this was expected as they play an important role in the formation of the kink-turn structure [50] . The identity of the closing base-pair of the C stem (pair G22-C30) is highly conserved whereas the NC (pair N17-N38) stem is not conserved with both U-A and C-G were encountered frequently (Figure 2 ). This indicates that any of the Watson-Crick pairs could form the flanking base pairs as long as base pairing is maintained. Furthermore, the trinucleotide bulge (residues 32, 33, and 34) also does not match the consensus (RNN) as uracil (U32) can replace R in the consensus. An A-minor interaction is present within the kink-turn structure where A36 in the NC-stem interacts with the G21-C31 pair in C-stem ( Figure 2 ). This interaction is important in stabilizing the kinked structure [33] and was observed to be conserved in our alignments. As for the pseudoknot, the last two bases of hairpin loop P2 (G27 & G28) and first two bases of J3-4 (C65 & C66) are highly conserved whereas the other four bases involved in the pseudoknot formation are variable, consistent with the secondary structure diagram description [51] .
We have identified an AGC amino-N3, N1-amino; WatsonCrick triple in which base A62 of J3-4 interacts with G23-C29 base pair in the P2b helix. This triple has been previously suggested to further tie J3-4 to helix P2b thereby stabilizing the pseudoknot formation [20] . Both the kink-turn and pseudoknot structures results in a binding pocket for SAM that sits in the minor grooves of P1 and P3. This in turn allows different faces of SAM to form hydrogen-bonding interactions to helix P3 and Van-der-Waals contacts to helix P1 [52] . Highly conserved nucleotides in the SAM-I riboswitch are found in helix P1 (U4, A6, U7, A87 and U88), junction J1/2 (G11, A12), helix P2a (G19, A20, G35, and A36), helix P2b (G21, A24, C31), helix P3 (G43, C44, A45, C47, G56, U57, G58 and C59) and J3/4 (A61). Many of these nucleotides constitute the tertiary interactions described previously. Three conserved nucleotides involving G11, C44 and G58 were previously reported to form a base triple which recognizes the main chain atoms of the methionine moiety [20] . Upon closer inspection, we found this interaction to be a type II G-minor interaction in which the guanosine docks the minor groove of a C-G Watson Crick receptor base pair instead of an adenosine. Additionally, two of the G-minor nucleotides (G11 and C44) are also part of a canonical ribose zipper interaction involving A12 of J1-2 and G43 of helix P3. This ribose zipper interaction appears to be highly conserved given the participation of G11 and C44 in recognizing the methionine tail of SAM [20] . Another important conserved nucleotide is U7 as its O2 carbonyl oxygen is involved in electrostatic interaction with the sulfur atom of SAM [20] that allows sensing of positively charged SAM functional group rather than depending on the negatively charged anionic phosphate backbone. Apart from these, several nucleotides in helix P3 such as the stacked G-C pairs (G56-C47, G58-C44 and G43-C59) were observed to have high sequence conservation. The conservation of these nucleotides is likely to be essential to assist the formation of stacking interactions involving the ligand and thereby stabilize the binding of SAM to the riboswitch.
SAM-II Riboswitches
The SAM-II riboswitch folds into an H-type pseudoknot [13] , a tertiary motif commonly adopted by viral RNAs that promote frameshifting during translation [53] (Figure 3 [27] (PDB ID = 3mxh) . The ligand is represented as spheres and the highly conserved nucleotides are in wire representation. Magnification of the triple using numbering for 3mxh is presented in blue (A95-G14-C93). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073984.g010 Table 1 . List of base-triples identified by NASSAM in riboswitches. structures where the loop regions (L1 and L2) interact with the paired regions (P2 and P1) to form major and minor groove triplexes respectively. A total of three base triples (G8-G42-C23, U11-A45-U21, and U12-A46-U20) were identified in the major groove triplex (formed by nucleotides of L1 and P2b) of SAM-II riboswitch where this triplex serves as the SAM-binding pocket. On closer visual examination, the SAM-binding pocket consists of five base triples, two of which were not annotated by NASSAM as they did not fit the search criteria. Two of the nucleotides in the U11-A45-U21 base triple have been shown to make direct contacts with SAM. Both the carbonyl oxygen's (O4) of U11 & U21 are important for the recognition of the positively charged sulfur moiety and the methyl group of SAM [13, 52] . The base triples in the minor groove triplex form non-planar interactions where bases in L3 interact with two successive minor-groove base pairs in P1 via hydrogen bonds. We found two type II A-minor interactions in which A36 and A37 of L3 interacts with C4-G28 and G5-C27 pairs in helix P1 respectively. These interactions are part of the A-minor twist motif [13] previously reported in this structure. Additionally we also observed a CG/AA ribose zipper (C27-G28/A36-A37) interaction occurring within the A-minor twist motif. The extensive hydrogen bonding network provided by the combination of A-minor and ribose zipper interactions in addition to the base triples help to further anchor L3 to the minor groove of helix P1 and thereby stabilize the loop (L3) -helix (P1) interaction. Nucleotides in loop L1 (U10, U11 and U12) and helix P2b (U20, U21, G22, C23, G42, C43, U44, A45, A46 and A47) were observed to be completely conserved as they are involved in SAM binding pocket formation [13] . Mutations in the P2 pseudoknot stem have been shown to prevent SAM recognition by the riboswitch thus implicating the importance of this stem formation for ligand binding [54] . All the major groove triples were observed to be highly conserved in the sequences aligned. Apart from U11 and U21, other key nucleotides in the base triples that were found to be conserved include U44 which is involved in hydrogen bonding interactions with the adenine moiety of SAM, A47 which interacts with both the amino and carboxylate groups of the methionine residue of SAM, and G22 that interacts with the 29-OH group of adenine moiety of SAM [13] . The nucleotides in the minor groove triplex region were also highly conserved. Two nucleotides (G28 & A37) in the ribose-zipper interaction were observed not to be conserved where adenine occurs predominantly in position N28 while position N36 is variable with cytosine forming around 50% of the nucleotides found. It is also noted that these two nucleotides are part of the A-minor interaction (A36-C4-G28) occurring in the minor groove triplex. Further observation reveals uracil to be the predominant nucleotide in position N4 making the U4-A28 pairing to be highly conserved. The lack of adenine in position A36 is likely to prevent the formation of a functional A-minor interaction and therefore might be replaced with an alternative base-triple interaction.
SAM-III Riboswitches
The SAM-III riboswitch folds into an inverted Y-shaped molecule [21] (Figure 4 ) and is one of the smallest riboswitches annotated in this study. Two highly conserved base-triples were found in this riboswitch. The first triple (which is an AGC triple) is formed by A73 (of J2-4) interacting with the Watson-Crick G90-C25 pair in helix P1. This base triple interaction occurs at the floor of the ligand binding pocket where it ties J2-4 to P1 SD-ASD helix and at the same time, helps to position N6 amine of A73 for SAM recognition [21] . Mutational studies had shown that changes to C25-G90 pairing results in decreased SAM binding activity although formation of a U25-G90 wobble can be tolerated albeit with a reduced binding affinity [21] . The second identified triple (A27-G66-G71) forms the ceiling of the ligand binding pocket together with the U72-A64 base pair. In this triple, G71 interacts with the Hoogsten faces of both A27 and G66 via hydrogen bonds resulting in P2 and J3-2 being weaved together.
A large number of nucleotides were observed to be conserved in this riboswitch where they are found in P1 (U22, C23, C24, G90, G91, G92, A93), P2 (G26, A27, G30, G31, C67, C68, U69, U70, G71, U72), J2-4 (A73, A74) and P4 (C75, C76, G88, G89). Generally these conserved nucleotides can be divided into two groups; first group include nucleotides involved in binding pocket formation (nucleotides in P2 and J2/4) and the second group include those that take part in the SD-ASD helix formation (nucleotides in P1 and P4). Nucleotides in P2 and J2-4 that are involved in crucial interactions with the ligand include G26 which make minor groove contacts with Watson-Crick face of SAM, A73 which form hydrogen bond interaction with the adenosyl moiety of SAM and both G71 and U72 which make electrostatic interactions with the positively charged sulfonium ion of SAM [21] . Conservation of nucleotides in P1 & P4 is crucial for the formation of the SD-ASD helix as the SD-ASD pairing is required for SAM-binding [21] . This in turn allows ligand binding and translational inhibition to occur simultaneously by the sequestration of the SD sequence.
PreQ1 Riboswitches
Sequence alignments of preQ1 riboswitches [22] revealed a number of conserved nucleotides, most of which are found in the loop L3 region that is adenine rich ( Figure 5) . As with other H-type pseudoknots [53] , L3 adenines are involved in base triple interactions with the minor groove of P1. Several other nucleotides that have been previously identified to be functional are highly conserved as well. These include G5, C17 and A30 that are all involved in hydrogen bonding interactions with the ligand [22, 55] .
In this riboswitch, the ligand is sandwiched in between two identified AGC amino-N3, N1-amino; Watson-Crick triples (G11-A16-C31 & G5-C18-A28) which in turn maintains continuous stacking of the two helices (P1 & P2) ( Figure 5 ). Both these triples show varying degrees of conservation in the sequence alignment. The G5-C18-A28 triple is conserved whereas the G11-A16-C31 triple is not. Base G5 of the first triple is involved in a hydrogen bonding interaction with the aminomethyl group of preQ1 via its O6 atom [22] . The second AGC triple is formed by A16 of loop L2 interacting with the minor groove of G11-C31 pair at the base of helix P2. Two base positions in the G11-A16-31 triple are variables as adenine can be substituted for guanine (G11) and accordingly, uracil can be substituted for guanine (A16). Interestingly, both these substitutions appear to occur together as a substitution of the position G11 to adenine will also see position A16 to change to uracil and thus, leading to the formation of a possible alternative base-triple interaction (A11-U16-C31). We also noted that this observation does not apply to all the sequences in our alignment such as in Staphylococcus epidermidis and S. saprophyticus where the presence of adenine in position 11 did not result in uracil to be present at position 16. At present there are no available structures that show the atomic details for this alternate triple. G11 is also involved in hydrogen bonding interaction with the aminomethyl group of preQ1 but via its pro-R P phosphate oxygen [22] . Therefore, the formation of an alternative base triple may still accommodate this hydrogen bond interaction since this interaction lacks specificity as it does not require the edges of the base for the formation of the hydrogen bond [22] .
A pseudo-cis ribose zipper was previously annotated in the Thermoanaerobacter tencongensis preQ1 riboswitch described in [42] and in this motif, A23 of L3 interacts with the A19-U2 pair in helix P1 [PDB: 3gca] where it facilitates a sharp bend that joins the 39-P1 helix to the A-rich segment of loop L3. Although this interaction was previously annotated as a pseudo-cis ribose zipper interaction, this interaction can be considered to be a Type I Aminor interaction since A23 inserts itself into the minor groove of the A-U pair ( Figure S11 ). Our structural alignment shows that this A-minor interaction is replaced by a base-triple interaction (G2-C21-A25) in the Bacillus subtilis preQ1 riboswitch [PDB: 3fu2] ( Figure S11 ). In the B. subtilis preQ1 riboswitch, the A-U pair is replaced by a Watson-Crick C21-G2 pair and A25 utilizes its Watson Crick face to form hydrogen bonds to the sugar face of C21. Furthermore our alignment shows that adenine at sequence position 25 (numbering based on B. subtilis preQ1 riboswitch/ PDB: 3fu2) to be fully conserved while the receptor base-pair (N21-N2) is variable, although we did observe the frequent occurrences of Watson-Crick base pairs. The presence of conserved adenine (A25) has the potential to enable other preQ1 riboswitches to utilize a similar A-minor interaction or other basetriple variants to perform the same function.
Lysine Riboswitches
The five-way helix junction in the lysine riboswitch is stabilized by three important tertiary interactions: i) a kink-turn motif in P2, ii) a kissing-loop interaction formed between the terminal loops of P2 and P3 and iii) a loop (L4)-helix (P2) interaction [23] (Figure 6) . The kink-turn interaction has been described in detail [56] where it helps to direct terminal loops L2 and L3 for the formation of a functional kissing-loop interaction. The formation of the kissing loop complex is essential for the biological function of the lysine riboswitch [56] and mutational studies have shown that any alterations to this loop-loop interaction leads to reduced transcription termination efficiency [56] . In the lysine riboswitch structure solved by [23] , this kissing interaction is formed between residues 44-49 of L2 and residue 95-100 of L3. The sequence alignment shows that these six base pairs are poorly conserved among the aligned lysine riboswitch sequences. Presence of diverse nucleotides within the loop-loop interaction region probably enables the lysine riboswitch to adopt different kissing loop conformations to achieve the intended function.
The loop (L4)-helix (P2) interaction involves residues of pentaloop L4 and residues present in helix P2. This interaction is crucial for the organization of the ligand-binding site and for the riboswitch transcription attenuation control [57] . A conserved GAIM/AGN3 triple has been identified in which A127 of loop L4 interacts with the A23-G69 pair in the P2 helix. In addition, another base triple is formed between the highly conserved A126 of L4 and U24-G68 of P2. Mutations to the highly conserved adenines (A126 and A127) have been shown to cause a reduction in premature termination which reflects the importance of these nucleotides to the L4-P2 tertiary interaction as well as the reason behind the high sequence conservation of these nucleotides [57] . Together, these triples help to anchor parallel stems P2 and P4. This interaction can be considered to be a variant of the commonly encountered tetraloop-receptor interaction [35] because it is formed by a pentaloop and the recognition of the receptor helix is mediated by base triples rather than by the combination of A-minor and ribose zipper interactions. Additional tertiary interactions in the form of A-minor and base-quadruples were also encountered. The first A-minor is a conserved interaction formed between A81 of P3 and G14-C78 pair in P2 and therefore probably assists parallel arrangement of helices P2 and P3. A non-conserved A-minor interaction was found in the P2a-L2 turn formed by residues A51, G54 and C41. Upon closer inspection, we found this A-minor interaction to be part of a base quadruple interaction where C41 also forms a non-canonical interaction with A39. In the T. maritima lysine riboswitch, the P2a-L2 turn replaces the kink-turn motif found in other lysine riboswitch sequences [23] . As such this base quadruple interaction probably helps to stabilize the P2a-L2 turn, which in turn contributes to the proper alignment of hairpin loops L2 and L3 for the formation of the kissing-loop interaction ( Figure 6 ). Another base triple was found between G163 of P1 and G141-A162 pair in P5. This base triple interaction is actually part of a purine quartet as G163 can also base pair with G11. The G11-G163 base pair is situated in the lower layer of nucleotides involved in the ligand binding pocket formation and thus, this purine quartet forms the floor of the ligand-binding pocket and thereby helps to stabilize top of helix P1 that is important for controlling gene expression [23] .
Comparative sequence alignment of lysine riboswitches revealed highly conserved nucleotides in helix P1 (G9, A10, G11, G163, and C166), helix P2 (G12, G14, C15, A23, U28, G69, G77, C78 and C79), J2-3 (G80, A81), helix P4 (G114, U140), L4 (A126 and A127) and helix P5 (G141). Most of these nucleotides involve terminal residues of the helices that make up the binding pocket, completely encapsulating lysine and therefore accounting for the high conservation of these residues. Nucleotides involved in the long-distance tertiary interactions were found to be highly conserved as well. It is likely that these interactions are crucial for the proper arrangement of the helices that in turn allows the terminal residues of the helices to be aligned in a proper orientation to form the lysine binding pocket.
FMN Riboswitches
The complex FMN-bound junctional site is linked together by two almost identical domains P2-P6 and P3-P5 (Figure 7 ) [24] . Each domain has two stem-loop structures, stabilized by two pairs of tertiary interactions involving loop-loop (L2-L6 and L3-L5) and loop-helix (L6-P2 and L3-P5) interactions. The loop-loop interactions in the FMN riboswitch do not conform to the commonly observed kissing-loop interaction found in other RNAs [34, 58] . The loop-loop pairs (L2-L6 and L3-L5) have no complementary sequence to each other. Both L2 and L5 have a T-loop like conformation with the sequence UGAAA ( Figure 7 ). The T-loop motif has been previously observed in ribosomes and ribozymes where it is involved in various tertiary interactions [59, 60] . The large gap present between the fourth and fifth nucleotides in the motif is capable of accepting an intercalating base. In this riboswitch, A90 of L6 intercalates between A21 and A22 of L2 and A38 of L3 intercalates between A72 and A73 of L5, thus linking the loop-loop (L2-L6 and L3-L5) regions together.
A number of other tertiary interactions including A-minor motifs and a base triple were also found. A total of four A/Gminor motifs (A63-C82-G41, A104-C46-G33, G11-G84-C31, and G62-G32-C83) ( Figure 7) were found in our annotation. Most of the nucleotides involved in the A/G-minor interactions are found in interhelical regions J2-3 and J5-6. G11-G84-C31 links bases in J1-2, J2-3 and J5-6 while G62-G32-C83 links bases in J4-5, J2-3 and J5-6. In addition, a few of the nucleotides in the A/G-minor motifs have been shown to be involved in the recognition of the ligand [24] . The G11, G32 and G84 are involved in hydrogen bonding interactions with the phosphate oxygens whereas G33 and G41 interact with the phosphate oxygens via Mg 2+ mediated water molecules. As such the A/G-minor motifs appear to be involved in the recognition of FMN's phosphate oxygens in addition to linking the two domains together. A GCG triple was identified whereby G12 of J1-2 interacts with the C30 (J2-3)-G93 (L6) pair. In order to prevent a steric clash, G12 is positioned in a non-planar orientation resulting in both G12-G93-C30 and G11-G84-C31 interactions to be weakened. It has been hypothesized that weakening of both these interactions could enhance the mobility of J1-2 segment and therefore influence gene regulation as this segment is part of the switching helix P1 involved in the stabilization/destabilization of the terminator stem [24] .
A large number of nucleotides are highly conserved in this riboswitch because they are involved in the various tertiary interactions described previously. The L2 T-loop was commonly observed having the UGAAA sequence whereas the L5 T-loop sequence was observed to be more flexible since the second adenine (A72) in this motif is less conserved when compared with the equivalent position (A21) in the L2 T-loop. The G12-G93-C30 base triple interaction was also found to be highly conserved. Position C30 of the triple is not conserved because uracil occurs occasionally in this position. Furthermore, all the nucleotides involved in the A-minor interactions were observed to be highly conserved indicating that the A/G-minor interactions play significant roles in the overall structure of the riboswitch.
TPP Riboswitches
Both the Arabidopsis thaliana [PDB: 3d2v] [43] and Escherichia coli [PDB: 2gdi] [25] TPP riboswitches superimposes well with a RMSD value of 0.8 ( Figure 8 ). In the E. coli TPP riboswitch, two important tertiary interactions are present which help to bring together the pyrimidine and pyrophosphate sensor helices and eventually helps to stabilize the global fold of the riboswitch [61] . The first involves a loop-loop receptor interaction where loop L5 (U68, A69, A70 and U71) interacts with residues present in helix P3. As with other classic loop-loop receptor interactions, the loop residues are involved in both A-minor and ribose zipper interactions with residues in the receptor helix. In this manner, both A70 and U71 of L5 are involved in a ribose zipper interaction with G21 and C22 of P3 while A70 is also involved in an A-minor interaction with the C22-G37 pair. The second tertiary interaction involves formation of a pair stacked tetrads between the non-canonical base pairs A56-G83 and A53-A84 and the minor-groove of G17-C49 and G16-C50 present in helix P2. The base-quadruples can be further broken down into two separate A-minor interactions. Both A56 and A84 are involved in type I A-minor interactions with G17-C49 and G16-C50 pairs respectively. The base quadruples help to stabilize the J2-4 junction and allows the pyrimidine and pyrophosphate helices to be aligned in parallel.
In addition, two different triples were identified in which the first triple, a GGA triple (G19-G42-A47; Numbering based on 2gdi), was identified in the E. coli TPP riboswitch whereas the second triple, an AUA triple (A43-A68-U47: Numbering based on 3d2v), was identified in the A. thaliana TPP riboswitch. The G19-G42-A47 triple links bases in the highly conserved J3-2 T-loop and helix P2. An additional tertiary interaction is present in this region where A41 is involved in a highly conserved Type II A-minor interaction with G18-C48 pair. The G19-G42-A47 triple stacks on top A41-G18-C48 A-minor interaction and together, these interactions help to stabilize the binding of HMP ring of TPP to the pyrimidine sensor helix [61] . As for the AUA triple in eukaryotic TPP riboswitch, it is found to bridge helix P4 and junction J2-4. Helix P4 is part of the stacked helices required for the recognition of the pyrophosphate group [61] . As such, this AUA triple has a high probability of stabilizing the interaction between the pyrophosphate sensor helix and the pyrophosphate moiety of TPP.
We observed that most of the tertiary interactions are structurally conserved in both A. thaliana and E. coli TPP riboswitches albeit with minor variations. For the A53-A84-G16-C50 quadruple, guanine replaces A53 in the A. thaliana riboswitch (G42-A72-G8-C38). Similarly for the G19-G42-A47 triple, guanine replaces A47 in the A. thaliana riboswitch (G11-G30-G34). Presence of guanine alters the hydrogen-bonding pattern in both these interactions in A. thaliana riboswitch ( Figure S12) . As an example, in the triple interaction, G34 uses its Hoogsteen face instead of Watson-Crick face used by A47 in the prokaryotic TPP riboswitch to form hydrogen bonds to Watson-Crick face of G11 and additionally, to sugar face of G30 ( Figure S12 ). The base in position 47 of the triple is not conserved, although we did notice adenine to occur more frequently at this position. The second base triple (A43-A68-U47) annotated in the A. thaliana riboswitch was not found in the E. coli riboswitch structure (C55-A80-U59) although the sequence for this triple is highly conserved in other prokaryotic TPP riboswitch sequences (Figure 8 ). Therefore the E. coli riboswitch might serve as an exception with this triple replaced by an alternative structural interaction. In addition, all four Aminor motifs were found to be structurally conserved in A. thaliana and E. coli TPP riboswitches.
Highly conserved nucleotides in this riboswitch are found in the functionally important regions of the riboswitch namely in helix J3-2 (U39, G40, A41, G42, A43), P4 (U59, A80), J4-5 (G60), and J5-4 (C77, G78). Many of the highly conserved nucleotides participate in the formation of key structural interactions such as the J3-2 T-loop motif which is formed by residues 39-43. This interaction is important for the recognition of the pyrimidine moiety of TPP [61] . Residues 59-60 and 77-78 are situated close to the binding of pyrophosphate moiety where G60, C77 and G78 have been shown to interact with one of the two manganese ions (M A ) that take part in the coordination of pyrophosphate group whereas G78 is the only residue among them that makes a direct contact to the pyrophosphate group [61] .
Magnesium Riboswitches
The majority of tertiary interactions in the Mg 2+ riboswitches or previously known as the ykoK leader [62] are found in P2-L5-L4 regions since these regions are located near to the Mg 2+ binding sites and anti-terminator nucleotides ( Figure 9 ) [26] . Five A-minor motifs were observed in our annotation where four (A88-G151-C33, A117-G83-C57, A71-G22-C163 and A155-G107-C99) of them have been previously described in the literature where they help to bring the parallel helices into close contact [63] . The additional A-minor interaction found in this annotation is formed between A105 of L5 and G73-C68 pair at the base of the P4 helix. A105 is also involved in a non-canonical pairing with A72 of L4 and thus, this interaction helps to link both L4 and L5. Additional long-range tertiary interactions involving a tetraloop-tetraloop receptor and base triples are also present in this riboswitch. In the tetraloop-tetraloop receptor interaction, the CAAA (residues 69-72) loop of L4 docks to the base of P2 helix via A-minor and ribose zipper interactions. Both A70 and A71 are involved in a ribose zipper interaction with C163 and G164 while A71 forms a type II A-minor interaction with G22-C163 pair. Interestingly this CAAA tetraloop has a GNRA like conformation. Our alignment shows that the CAAA sequence is not conserved as other Mg 2+ riboswitches adopt GNRA sequences at this position with both GAAA and GAGA commonly encountered.
Furthermore, three different base triples were annotated in this riboswitch where all three triples seem to be involved in different roles. In the first triple, U24, which is a bulged-out residue in helix P2, interacts with the G100-A106 pair in helix P5. This interaction helps to further anchor P5 to P2 together with the help of A155-G107-C99 A-minor motif. As expected, this triple was highly conserved since all three bases of the triple are located near the Mg 2+ binding sites and might directly interact with the metals. The second triple (A46-U138-A139) is formed by the junctional residues of J2-3 and J6-2 and is situated between the base of helix P6 and the apex of helix P2. This base triple appears to be involved in maintaining a continuous base stacking between the bases of P2 and P6. In the final base triple, C35, which is a bulgedout residue in P2, interacts with the U34-U150 pair below it. This U-U pair sits on top of an A-minor C-G receptor base-pair (C33-G151) which is responsible for weaving J4-5 interhelical region with helix P2. Therefore, this triple probably serves to stabilize the bulged-out residue or helps to stabilize the nearby A-minor interaction.
A total of twenty-six nucleotides were found to be highly conserved in this riboswitch where they are largely distributed in the P2-L5-L4 regions. Nucleotides in these regions are located near the Mg 2+ binding sites and assist in coordinating the P2-L5-L4 network of tertiary interactions. As an example, residues G22, U24, C99 and C163 are located near the Mg1 and Mg2 binding sites and U24 also forms a base-triple with a Watson-Crick base pair at the base of helix P5 which helps to anchor L5 to P2. All the tertiary interactions were observed to be highly conserved except the C35-U34-U150 triple. Our alignments show that the identity of the bulged-out residue at position 35 is variable with cytosine forming 60% of the nucleotides found in this position while U34-U150 pairing forms the dominant receptor base-pair. We noticed that the sequence of the receptor base-pair seems to change with the identity of residue 35. For example, if C is present at sequence position 35, the receptor base pair was observed to be an U-U but when A is present, U-A would form the receptor base pair.
c-di-GMP Riboswitches
The most notable tertiary interaction in the c-di-GMP riboswitch is a tetraloop-receptor interaction formed between terminal loop of P2 (residues 32-35) with receptor helix P3 ( Figure 10 ) [27] . The terminal loop belongs to the GNRA (GAAA) fold where both A33 and A34 are involved in a ribose zipper interaction with C59 and U60 in helix P3. Both A34 and A35 of the terminal loop are also involved in A-minor interactions with A78-U60 and G79-C59 pairs respectively. The A35-G79-C59 Aminor motif was found to be highly conserved whereas the other A-minor motif was observed not to be conserved. Guanine was observed to occur infrequently in the third position (sequence position 34) of the tetraloop. A previous study has shown that type I/IIP A-minor interactions, which are characteristic of GNRA/ receptor interactions, can tolerate guanine at the third GNRA position [44] . Therefore, other c-di-GMP riboswitches might use this G-minor interaction together with the A35-G79-U60 interaction to mediate the recognition process between the loop and receptor residues.
In addition, A49 of J2-3 is involved in a highly conserved Type-I A-minor like interaction with the G45-C22 pair in helix P2. This interaction assists the stacking interactions between A47 and the guanosine bases of c-di-GMP (Ga and Gb). Furthermore, the G14-C93 pair at the apex of the P1 helix interacts with A95, a bulged-out residue in helix P1, to form an AGC base triple. The G14-C93 pair is also involved in the extensive stacking network involving the two bases of c-di-GMP and therefore, this triple is likely to enhance the stacking interactions which in turn help to stabilize helix P1. This triple is only moderately conserved as the identities of the residues at position 14 and 95 are considered as variables. However, we did observe guanine (N14) and adenine (N95) to occur more frequently at those respective positions.
Highly conserved nucleotides in this riboswitch are found in J1-2 (G20), P2 (C22, A23, A25, G32, A35, G42, C44 and G45), J2-3 (A47, A48, A49), P3 (C59, G79, G83 and G90) and J3-1 (C92). The interhelical nucleotides are important in this riboswitch because they form the ligand-binding pocket [27] . Key conserved interhelical nucleotides required for the recognition of the ligand are G20, C92, A47 and A48 [27] . A conserved pairing was observed involving C44, which is part of an internal loop in helix P2 and G83, which is a bulged-out residue in helix P3. This interaction is important in mediating the parallel arrangement of helices P2 and P3.
Discussion
The tertiary motifs found in riboswitches can be generally divided into two groups; first group include tertiary motifs which are involved in the formation of ligand-binding pockets or recognize the functional groups in a ligand whereas the second group consist of tertiary motifs which are involved in long-distance tertiary interactions.
Base-triples being one of the most common tertiary interactions encountered in riboswitches play three major roles namely; form ligand-binding pockets, constituents of more complex structural interactions and are involved in RNA helix packing. More than half of the triples annotated in this study are involved in the formation of ligand binding pockets. These triples help to stabilize RNA-ligand interactions and at the same time, few of them are also involved in the recognition of the ligand. Ligand-binding pockets which consist of stacks of base-triples have been reported before in artificially evolved aptamers such as FMN binding aptamer [64] , theophylline aptamer [65] , malachite aptamer [66] and also in the Group I Tetrahymena ribozyme [67] . This strategy is utilized by RNA to form a tight binding pocket for the recognized substrate. Base-triples involved in the formation of ligand bindingpockets were observed to be highly conserved. Other tertiary motifs that are involved in the recognition of the ligand's functional groups such as the ribose-zipper interaction in the SAM-I riboswitch and also the G-minors in the FMN riboswitch were also observed to be highly conserved. This was expected as extreme changes to the sequences of these interactions might lead to the formation of non-functional motifs and in turn alter the ligand recognition process.
The tertiary motifs in the second group can be further divided into two groups: i) simple tertiary motifs like base-triples and Aminor interactions and ii) complex tertiary motifs such as loopreceptor interactions and kink-turns. These motifs have varying levels of conservation although the majority of them are highly conserved. One particular tertiary motif that is highly conserved in riboswitches is the A-minor motif. A-minor interactions are highly conserved in the ribosomal subunits where they help the ribosome to form a densely compact structure [30] . Similarly in riboswitches, these interactions help to link distant helices in the riboswitch structures, which in turn allow the different helices to be packed together to form a compact structure. It is interesting to note about the presence of variant A-minor motifs such as Gminors in our annotation. Interestingly, all three G-minors found appear to be involved in crucial functional roles and were observed to be highly conserved in the sequence alignments. We anticipated that the type-II G-minor motif might be more widespread than previously hypothesized and correspondingly, a more comprehensive annotation of available RNA structures is likely to uncover the existences of other A-minor variants such as those discussed by Xin et al [68] .
The ribose-zipper motifs were found to be sparsely conserved although several of the ribose-zipper sequences had highly specific sequence patterns (e.g., preferences for purines at the loop-side residues). Previously, several types of ribose-zippers have been found in specific sequence contexts [32, 69] in which the formation of these interactions may be attributed to the surrounding structural elements [70] . For riboswitches, the loop-side residues of the ribose-zipper motif are usually involved in specific minorgroove contacts (such as forming the A-minor interaction), which is the primary reason behind the sequence specificity of this motif.Complex tertiary motifs were observed to be highly conserved, however the nucleotides involved in their formation are not entirely conserved. These complex tertiary motifs can be broken down into component motifs such as adenosine platforms [71] , sheared G-A base pairs [72] , base-triples [29, 31] or A-minor motifs [30] . These interactions help to stabilize the formation of complex tertiary motifs [33] or are involved in important recognition process between different structural elements that form the tertiary motif [44] . For example, in a tetraloop-receptor interaction, the GNRA tetraloop is usually not conserved in which the loop can be formed by different combination of nucleotides such as GCAA, GGAG and GAAA. But the last two nucleotides in tetraloop are observed to be highly conserved, either A or G since these nucleotides form A/G-minor motifs which are involved in the recognition process between the tetraloop and the receptor helix.
Some tertiary interactions were found to be not conserved despite being perceived as possibly conserved due to their locations in the structures. Examples of these are the base-triples involving a bulged-out base in Mg 2+ and c-di-GMP riboswitches. Since these interactions are not involved in any obvious functional roles, it can be assumed that these interactions are 'loose' and therefore, the sequences of these interactions might vary with different species. Previous studies have shown that base triples can be formed by different combination of bases while still retaining the same orientation and geometry [29, 31] .
Conclusions
Our survey reveals that conserved nucleotides in riboswitches are either mainly involved in the formation of ligand-binding pockets or alternatively participate in tertiary interactions that are most likely to be vital for the structure as well as the function of the riboswitches. In addition, some unusual tertiary interactions such as G-minors, a pentaloop-receptor interaction and loop-loop interactions involving non-complementary sequences were also found. This demonstrates that different riboswitches are able to utilize variants of known RNA tertiary motifs in order to achieve a similar function. Mutations of highly conserved tertiary interactions will be expected to destabilize the structures or to alter the normal function of riboswitches that in turn may lead to new strategies in the use of riboswitches as novel antibacterial targets. 
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